I. Call to Order
   A. Roll Call
   B. Approval of Minutes
      1. Motion- Yasi Sanandaj
      2. Second- Michelle Zhou
      3. Unanimous
   C. Approval of Agenda
      1. Motion- Juliane Corpus
      2. Second- Dorcas Hoi
      3. Unanimous
   D. Address Guests

II. Old Business

III. Committee Reports
   A. University Affairs Committee
      1. Alex Ballard: has started reaching out to students in order to collect data on student satisfaction with on-campus dining services with the goal of gaining support for a Student Dining Services Advisory Board.
      2. Elena Dennis: sent out her Student Health Center and Counseling Services survey to the student body and is currently collecting responses in order to present research to the Health Center in hopes of making necessary changes.
      3. Philip Bui: joined the University Affairs Committee this week and is excited to work on new advocacies relating to student life on campus.
   B. Academic Affairs Committee
      1. Michelle Zhou: Spoke to TLT, every professor who requested an SI got assigned an SI, so there is an inconsistency in how students see TLT and how it is operated. Is TLT really in demand if only small percentage of students attending the sessions? Planning on meeting with Nina, Vice Provost for Undergraduates. Library never responded to email, will send follow up email if no response by end of week.
      2. Yasi Sanandaj: Reached out to Ken Murai and Dean Hill about the approved funding request. Furniture to be ordered soon. Talked to Crean newsletter editor, only one newsletter for February will be sent out, however will be back on track for the rest for the semester. Talked to constituents to work on new advocacy.
      3. Matthew Ghan: Town hall prep all week!
      4. Ansley Wong: Having trouble recruiting people for newsletter editorial team. Planning on approaching students in classes and announcing it there.
      5. Sarah Tabsh: NY Times presenting this Friday. Survey about yearbook sent out!
   C. Diversity Affairs Committee
      1. Jerry Hu: Senator Hu figured out logistics for a printer in Pralle Hall with Barron Williams of IS&T. He is also working on QTPGCC’s Gayla event.
      2. Dorcas Hoi: Senator Hoi is trying to recruit more CES students for their newsletter. They are looking at students in CES minors as well
(Leadership Studies, Disability Studies, etc). Six CES faculty members received safe space training last week and Amanda of the CCC recommended that if it is difficult to make time for safe space training in the classroom, then a good idea would go through a CES club on campus and invite everyone from CES to join.

3. Ian Policarpio: Senator Policarpio is working with the Theater department to find ways to “unify the campus”. He and the department want to create more intersectionality on campus so that they would come to productions. He is going to help work on a system to subsidize tickets for Chapman students.

4. Juliane Corpus: Senator Corpus started drafting emails to send out to all of the health-related clubs to propose a buddy system for incoming freshman to mingle with upperclassmen.

D. Community Outreach Committee
1. Elliot Gardner: Working on contacting Mayor Smith.
3. Nicolette Burtis: Internship expo for Schmidt students. She is meeting with the program director Doctor Schwartz.
4. Ahmad Al Bunnia: Emailed President Struppa about flying the Iraqi flag in the global citizenship fountain area. Struppa cannot allow it.
5. Sofia Caputo: Sick with the flu and faced timed in. Outside Committee: Doing thank a donor in March.

E. Allocations and Internal Affairs Committee
1. Peter Scheinman: Still working on the printer
2. Megan Taban: Still exploring yearbook possibilities, distributed etc.
3. Adam Frey: Meeting with Sodexo rep tomorrow morning to figure out parameters for an on campus convenience store.
4. Nico Scordakis: Has started to take matters into his own hand Facebook messaged David Wilson and waiting for a reply also still waiting on University Advancement to get back on a budget.

F. Outside Committees
1. Alex Ballard- GE Committee will have the second student round table discussion on Monday in AF119B. After this meeting they will have to submit to administration the recommendations for the future of the GE program.

IV. New Business
A. Swearing-In of Jackie Palacios
B. Funding Request: Muslim Student Association
   1. Motion to table- Ian Policarpio
   2. Second- Juliane Corpus
   3. Approval to table is Unanimous
C. Funding Request: Kappa Alpha Pi
   1. Total Requested: $2839
   2. Law School Tour
      a) It is important so that students can see if they are really interested in Law School and see opportunities for their future.
   3. Kunal Sharma- In Allocations meeting, it was a close vote. The main thing
we were concerned about was whether or not SGA funds should be going to touring schools across the country.

4. Alex Ballard- I think it is important for Chapman’s name to get out there to the other colleges as well. It will create relationships because they aren’t just touring, they’ll be having luncheons with some of the faculty members.

5. Juliane Corpus- I think they prepared a very good presentation and they also are going to benefit themselves and their futures. According to the itinerary they won’t have much time to do anything else but touring so it won’t be a leisure trip.

6. Sarah Tabsh- I think this could cause future problems because we could just be seen as a bank because they can’t afford to tour schools. It isn’t any benefit to bring back to the Chapman community, only to those who go.

7. Alex Ballard- This trip is to help develop their professional futures and I think Chapman would want that for their students and so should we.

8. Yasi Sanandaj - I think they will be able to give back to their fraternity because they are going as a group from Chapman and that is who they are representing. It is a professional fraternity and so I think they will be able to pass down and share the knowledge to current and future members.

9. Motion to fund in full- Yasi Sanandaj
   a) Second- Juliane Corpus
   b) Approved-16 Opposed-2 Abstained-5

D. Funding Request: Cross Cultural Center

1. Total Requested: $

2. Kunal Sharma- Allocation’s concern was the fact that a department was coming to us for funding, instead of using their budget.

3. Leti Romo- We get our budget in pieces, we have only gotten one third of our budget and it was meant for other things that are for the CCC, so we didn’t have room in our allocated budget to pay for the food for the opening ceremony. It is a week long event, not just one day.

4. Juliane Corpus- I think we should fund this because it will benefit the students and to show we support it would be great.

5. Nicollete Burtis- I think we should fund this because it’ll show that SGA is celebrating the opening of the center we have been waiting for.

6. Mitchell Rosenberg- I think this is a great thing to show our appreciation and phenomenal chance for SGA to be able to say we were able to help with the CCC opening. We would love for the university to pay for this and hopefully they can work it into the budget in the future but for now we should show our support.

7. Joe DeCasperis- All these events are still going to happen, it might just happen without food if we don’t fund it. Many of students are going to go so we should make it more enjoyable for them.

8. Motion to fund in full- Sarah
   a) Second- Mitchell Rosenberg
   b) Approved-18 Opposed-1 Abstained-4

E. The New York Times

1. Tyler Horkin- I came here to present to you about the online subscription to the New York Times. Students could have access through the app on smartphones and tablets. It would bring the news to the students and not
the students looking for the news. They can set up notifications for everyday alerts as well. It also gives limited access to faculty who use this as a resource for the duration of the course. The difference between the paper and the online version is that you get to interact with the online version. You have the ability to share articles on social media and you can also save them to your account so it’ll save to your phone, email, or other device. With your print version, you only get Monday- Friday, you don’t get our Sunday paper. However, with the online subscription, you get everything. There are also many videos that you can see including 360 videos. The online subscription also includes the feature of being able to view the print version of very old newspapers such as form 50 years ago.

2. Megan Taban- What makes this different than Apple News app?
   a) Tyler Horkin- That app only shows you want it wants to and you can’t dig deeper into issues or look into the topic more, but with the NY Times can and allows you full access.

3. Elliot Gardner- I am in favor of this especially for class use because sometimes students will want to pick a newspaper for class but can’t and being able to pull it up on a laptop is extremely accessible.

4. Phillip Bui- I see this being used a lot in classrooms but in some classes professors don’t use reliable sources when presenting articles so I was wondering if there was a way to have a workshop to show professors how to utilize this.
   a) Tyler Horkin- Yes we can definitely have faculty workshops.

F. Elections Committee Nominees
   1. Jayetha Pannakkadan
      a) Motion to approve- Joe
      b) Second- Megan
      c) Approve-14 Opposed-8 Abstained-1

   2. Tyler Samono
      a) Motion to approve- Sarah Tabsh
      b) Second- Nicolette Burtis
      c) Approved-22 Opposed-0 Abstained-1

G. Senate Structure Proposals
   1. Sarah Tabsh- I think there was a lot of bias to keep it the same because students don’t know any better because they aren’t informed. When I asked people to take the survey I didn’t want to skew them either way so I didn’t give them a lot of information.

   2. Ian Policarpio- I did inform the people I asked in order for them to make a valid decision in the survey

H. Constitutional Amendments
   1. Elliot Gardner- I know these changes don’t exactly represent the survey results but the students will have to vote for this during the election so they will be able to voice their opinion.

   2. Alex Ballard- There is no guarantee for the freshman class to be represented and I worry that the next senate will not have any Freshman on it.

   3. James Hart- We can add duties to the seat later, but as long as we have the seat for the foundation we can make some more changes later.

   4. Nico Scordakis- I think we should look at the survey because it’s almost
as if we are ignoring the results and ignoring the constituents.

5. Joe DeCasperis- If we stick to the survey results which was approximately only 3% of the student body, they would want 31 senators.

6. Ian Policarpio- I have concerns because they survey was biased because they don’t know what they’re voting for and that is our fault. We need to make our presence known for the students to make a proper decision on surveys.

7. Motion to approve to put on ballot- Michelle Zhou
   a) Second- Adam Frey
   b) Approved-16 Opposed-5 Abstained-2
   c) Motion passes.

V. Open Forum
   A. Newsletter
      1. Matthew Ghan- We have talked about the Newsletter and it seemed like another Dean Price email. It was more about campus updates and not about the senators. It also did not say it was from SGA it was from the president.
      2. Tyler Porterfield- This was the first one and there will be some issues so please email me with your concerns.

VI. Announcements

VII. Adjournment
   A. Motion- Jerry Hu
   B. Second- Ian Policarpio
   C. Unanimous